FUSION® PC
The Fastest Air-Purge Gun to Rebuild
Rebuild Like a Pro

Maximizing uptime and maintaining a great spray pattern are essential to thriving contractors. By significantly decreasing the labor and troubleshooting time required to keep guns in service, you can now focus on the rest of your business. With ProConnect technology in the Fusion PC gun, the entire fluid section including the side seals and all associated o-rings are replaced in a single cartridge compared to individual parts. This means you can stock fewer parts and have a perfect rebuild in seconds, with a factory tested replacement cartridge.

Factory Rebuild with ProConnect Technology

Troubleshooting a gun in the field can be a difficult task, especially for new applicators, due to the amount of moving parts required to properly spray fast-set two component materials. Having the ability to perform a factory rebuild on the job site with minimal downtime will allow the sprayer to spend more time spraying, maximizing uptime, and getting jobs done faster.

Ordering Information

Fusion PC Guns, Round
25P588   PC42RD (01) mix chamber (0.042 orifice size)
25P589   PC52RD (02) mix chamber (0.052 orifice size)

Fusion PC Gun Retrofit, Round
25P701   PC42RD (01) mix chamber (0.042 orifice size)
25P702   PC52RD (02) mix chamber (0.052 orifice size)

Repair Parts
19Y301   Fusion ProConnect Replacement Cartridge, 3 pack
19Y308   Fusion ProConnect Replacement Cartridge, 5 pack

Contact us today!
Visit www.graco.com/fusionpc to learn more or have a Graco representative contact you.